Mississippi Ran Backwards Essay Summary
The ground barrel, the massive watercourse modified direction, and it affected individuals.
That is the idea of this book by Jay Feldman, World Health Organization another the subtitle
“Empire, Intrigue, Murder, and therefore the New Madrid Earthquakes.” That’s New Madrid,
Missouri wherever the earthquakes documented occurred in 3 major episodes from December
1811 to Gregorian calendar month 1812.
Feldman tells 3 stories. One is however the line came to exist on the mid-Mississippi
watercourse depression and so rumbled to life within the early nineteenth century. A second is
that the foundation of the city of recent Madrid. The third is that the actions of assorted
individuals attached with either the city, western Bluegrass State, or different components of
what we'd decision the geographical region. we tend to witness the trauma visited upon the
gathering of townsfolk and different residents of the broader Mississippi depression. In these
pages are the powerful stories of many individuals caught short by an awesome natural
disaster. Then as currently, these stories of survival and in some cases, death are poignant and
serious.
Feldman shows that the earthquakes affected several events of the time. the foremost
compelling are the efforts of Nicholas and geographic area Roosevelt World Health
Organization get to guide the boat metropolis down watercourse. Nicholas Roosevelt was the
conceiver of the side-wheel style of boat transportation. Nicholas and geographic area were a
husband and better half team that's a model for marriages in our own era.
Another such event was the wicked treatment of a slave named St. George by their barbaric
house owners, Isham and Lilburne Lewis (related to adventurer and therefore the prestigious
Lewis family of Virginia). the 2 Lewises killed St. George, tried to hide up the murder, and were
ultimately noticed as a result of the heaving earth brought forth remnants of the remains. A
dramatic murder trial unfolds because the third earthquake hits in Gregorian calendar month
1812. Feldman’s account of the Lewis crime is one among the strongest options of the book.
Finally, we tend to find out about a fortuitous stamp of the foot by Shawnee Indian leader
Tecumseh. He sealed his foot in frustration over fellow tribes World Health Organization refused
to affix his Indian confederation. among days the earthquakes began. Over future 3 years, till
his death in 1813, Tecumseh waged war against the land grabbing government of the u. s. He
makes an attempt to strengthen Indian unity against the u. s. typically enclosed references to
the earthquakes.
Feldman writes in a simple fashion. He keeps the narrative moving as swimmingly because the
watercourse itself, avoiding the snags of tedious geological explanations. He intersperses
enough scientific data to create the natural events complete and graspable. And he has the gift
of a watch for details that may interest the thoughtful reader.
His analysis seems to be sound and thorough. data sources embody accounts from the first
nineteen century and more modern scientific studies.
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My primary criticisms of the book pertain to the long-standing time. Feldman spends an
excessive amount of time relation the War of 1812 and Apostle Jackson’s military campaigns
against the Creek Indians while not showing however the earthquake directly affected the
conflicts. just because one thing happened among a number of months or years of the good
natural events doesn’t guarantee that they were tormented by it. Quite doubtless, such
connections existed. Feldman fails to draw them out expressly. additionally, whereas Feldman
offers a remarkable outline of the expected earthquake lately 1990, he doesn’t relate the
speculative effects of Associate in Nursing actual return of the 1811-1812 disaster. He doesn’t
compare the past example with the long run projections. it would have created for intriguing
statement.
I’m additionally unsure that Feldman showed the entire image of however individuals outside
the immediate earthquake zone understood the event. he's outstanding on the depiction of what
it had been preferring to be within the zone, a tremendous deed once you take into account the
context of the event. However, the reader isn’t fully clear on however all the most important
newspapers, diarists, and writers of letters would have recorded the event. Feldman tells United
States of America that shocks might be felt as far-off as state capital, City of Brotherly Love, and
Augusta, Georgia. He offers a number of samples of written reactions. however sure there have
been further literate individuals in those communities World Health Organization left their
impressions in journals or letters.
Don’t let these criticisms of mine deter you from reading the book. These are minor points. The
book’s overall price as a decent browse remains intact.
We’ll flip currently to the problem of application. several samples of leadership seem in
Feldman’s book. The reader can see the role of leadership in Tecumseh’s ability to excite the
passions of followers, Nicholas Roosevelt’s perseverance in planning a boat, and
commissioned military officer John Shaw’s stubborn courageousness in rescuing a missy
everybody else had given up as lost. The reader additionally sees samples of the vacuum of
leadership, particularly within the injury inflicted on Tecumseh’s cause by the behavior of
General Henry Procter.
You can’t facilitate however notice that a big tone within the book resounds from the character
of the earthquakes. The leaders in 1811-1812 are all reacting against forces on the far side not
solely their management however their comprehension. they're barely holding on.
The lessons for leaders are vivid. a frontrunner can ought to merely facilitate followers meet
hour-to-hour desires. He or she's going to encounter severe emotional distress among
followers. Providing a way of comfort, calm, and compassion are essential leadership actions. a
frontrunner also will be able to assist with a similar cycle of elementary desires and emotional
support if or once another disaster ensues (aftershocks, during this case). Major disasters scale
back leadership to its smallest, tightest, most primitive (or pure, if you prefer) core. we’d
decision this “disaster leadership.”
You should understand that disaster leadership is additionally an image. Your cluster or
organization will have “disasters” of its own. motion down a department may be a disaster to
the individuals concerned, Associate in Nursing earthquake in their existence. The takeaways of
leadership from 1811-1812 might resonate quite well in such cases.
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Feldman’s book more demonstrates that major natural events can have an effect on human
events. The result can have 2 parts—the ways that during which altered landscapes and different
natural phenomena form human events, and therefore the efforts individuals can build in
analyzing and decoding them. Pardon the pun, however such Associate in Nursing awareness
of the link between natural and human events is, we could say, “not a shock.”
An additional surprising observation emerges after we take a more in-depth look into precisely
World Health Organization uses these events for his or her own functions. within the case of the
1811-1812 earthquakes we tend to see a remarkable commonality between Tecumseh and
various ministers in yanked churches. each the Indian non-secular} leaders sought-after to
influence listeners that a spiritual purpose might be found within the disasters. What makes this
fascinating is that Tecumseh is often viewed as a laic figure (his blood brother is that the
additional spiritually inclined of the pair), nevertheless here he was connected non-secular
significance to the earthquakes. we tend to don’t see Henry Harrison or general or the other
political/military figure of the time doing a similar factor.
I think a stunning facet of the spiritual-based interpretation is that additional Native Americans
weren’t convinced by Tecumseh’s arguments. as long as their society was for the most part
oral-based and largely illiterate, you'd expect they might be swayed by the coincidence of the
physical act of Tecumseh’s and therefore the natural act of geological forces. the actual fact
that neither he nor different Indian leaders recorded widespread responses to their appeals on
the “lessons” of the earthquakes suggests an additional refined understanding by social group
members than we tend to ordinarily judge to them.
I say this as a result of Feldman ne'er states exactly however the earthquakes actuated his
audiences. He just asserts—actually, repeats Associate in Nursing assertion by a writer of
Tecumseh—that the events helped his cause. however, that happened is rarely aforementioned.
We need to probe the reactions of followers to the natural disaster treated during this book. we
all know 2 things. First, the people that haunted New Madrid and contiguous farms were
reported as being in shock. a number of years later, once the primary “federal aid” legislation
was enacted in yanked history, they were apparently still in some type of mental unease. we
tend to additionally grasp that Tecumseh’s followers weren't particularly captivated by their
leader’s argument that connected the natural disaster to a selected course of action against
Americans. there's no evidence that the earthquake really persuaded them to try to do
something. They fought, however they failed to seem to state that they did therefore due to a
non-secular or psychological interpretation of the earthquakes.
This combine of facts suggests that followers differentiated in reacting to a significant disaster.
On one facet were the residents of recent Madrid. Their lives were turned and destroyed. On
the opposite facet were Tecumseh’s warriors. The earthquake was just one of many points that
drove them into battle against yanked troopers, militia, and armed settlers.
For the leader we tend to encounter a juncture. Don’t expect followers whose lives are in
upheaval to be capable of doing a lot of on the far side living. Conversely, don’t expect
followers to embrace a course of action primarily based simply on the disaster itself or additional
exactly, on a non-secular interpretation of the disaster.
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